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Nesara Prosperity Packages
Note the time 5′ 55″. 2009 [Readers have the choice to read “On NESARA’ as one file, here, or to read it chapter by chapter, from the
righthand list of “Pages. Germaine’s World Trust:. Title inspired by Science of Miracles by Gregg Braden and NESARA. on May 24, 2020.
Tomorrow morning Fri. law changes within six months of NESARA's announcement. All the good things that have been held off from humanity
until now are quickly to be released to the world. The dark is quickly losing its grip on the pace of this realm. US Dove of oneness. We The
People Of The Republic Of The United States of America Are Ready For Nesara Law To B. Prosperity Package Info - per Nesara. On Dinar
Detectives we post daily dinar updates and dinar recaps from all popular dinar gurus. NESARA supporters often tell their readers that the
NESARA announcement is going to happen in a matter of days. 1892 – Bankers adopted their Bankers’ Manifesto of 1892 in which it was
declared: “We [the bankers] must proceed with caution and guard every move made, for the lower order of people are already showing signs
of restless commotion. { nesara & 40 other laws get activated as the republic is announced & changes move into place with electionsupressed
technologies being released & meeting withe agarthans from inner earth for those. This fund contains deliverable precious metals and currencies
worth upwards of one quattuordecillion US dollars. We must NOT let greed interfere with our mission, we must not become the NEW 1%.
Dear Ones, The info below is some of the history behind the Saint Germain Trust and NESARA. Once these Reptiles and Lizards Draconians
are in control they will ratify parts 2&3 of NESARA that nullify part 1 and begin their own agenda of cannibalism. NESARA Fisher says that
one of the higher Tier church groups have already exchanged their currency and have signed strict NDAs.The children of the wealthy families



on our planet became concerned about the future of our civilization, when they observed the poverty, disease, starvation and suffering of the
masses. The Bathsheba and Esther Trust Prosperity Packages are for Restoration of the Global economy Dr. The new Quantum Financial
System (QFS) is expected to be implemented by mid-August. As far back as I can remember, (when Dove was doing daily updates), these
programs. Only Global Peace and Prosperity for ALL! UPDATE: June 20, 2020: NESARA-GESARA by Saint Germain channeled by Ngari
- Beloved ones. NESARA - Currency Reset - Eclipse. We are the first choice for many of our customers from organizations like ISRO,
BSNL, Nationalized Banks, SAIL and other Government and Non-government organizations. This one factor makes this process essential to
what currently is being carried out by our earthly associates. For added safety, I'm hearing it's good to use more than one. Today Thurs. Buried
Away With 911. CALL IN NUMBER: 605-313-5152.. AN HOUR WITH AN ANGEL – ST. Nesara prosperity packages 2020 mod;
respawn ship; 0. There are however different prosperity package programs and the ones that people signed for at least 20 years ago will be
given priority but all will have some prosperity funds coming. Show all posts. Germain World Trust, dem Großvater allen Vertrauens, verbreitet
werden. If you're having trouble please give us an email at UniversalOm432Hz. Nesara Law was passed in 2000. Trump notified his staff to
continue working on an Executive Order with respect to Payroll Tax Cut, Eviction Protections, Unemployment Extensions, and Student Loan
Repayment Option. It is about NESARA, THE HUMANITARIAN PROGRAM called "OMEGA", and the "60 other PROSPERITY
PROGRAMS" that, to all intent and purposes it appears, so many people are still involved in, and still waiting for their package and payout to
arrive, along with the announcements of NESARA. If you're having trouble please give us an email at UniversalOm432Hz. The currency reset,
global gold standard, debt forgiveness, new prosperity and strict new banking regulations will help achieve this goal. Cyprus especially and
others have been putting in the prosperity packages in position to complete around March/April 2014. According to NESARA proponents,
there has been enough money in the world for the last 30 years that if the money were evenly distributed, every person would be a millionaire.
EDT on September 11, 2001. Remember those in need like yourselves now. It will then ask you to enter. This is from a reader's comments
===== I've been waiting for over fifteen years for the prosperity programs to pay. ALL that are involved in this, that hold precious currencies,
and those that receive the Prosperity Packages, must open our hearts and once again look deep within, realize that YOU WERE CHOSEN.
This time, thus, is the moment that Heaven has long prophesized. financial entities after NESARA and the worldwide banking and common.
Eventually, all people worldwide will have access to these programs. on May 24, 2020. Cyprus especially and others have been putting in the
prosperity packages in position to complete around March/April 2014. All aspects of NESARA have been thoroughly researched and
developed to ensure the average person's life is improved and their financial and economic assets are safeguarded throughout the NESARA
improvements processes. NESARA Scam -- An old prime bank scam doesn't die, it just hires space aliens to depose the Bush Administration
and keep the hope of funding alive. The US President and Vice President will be removed from office with immediate effect, and before the end
of their present term under NESARA. All the good things that have been held off from humanity until now are quickly to be released to the
world. We are the first choice for many of our customers from organizations like ISRO, BSNL, Nationalized Banks, SAIL and other
Government and Non-government organizations. By the first half of 2016, it was apparent that the precise term “NESARA” might not be used,
initially at least, to publicly describe the global package of prosperity, humanitarian, infrastructure and currency refinancing which had become
necessary. This new system, also called Nesara or Trumpsara, is all about justice, equality of rich-poor, no more poverty, no more hunger,
peace, tranquillity, living with nature, natural remedies, living in harmony with animals, a native indian way, Celebration of life, treating others
well etc. If they can get people to buy this"peace and prosperity"agenda then they are getting acceptance to come on earth and implement it.
Please visit the Support Us page for more information about the TETELESTAI Package. { nesara & 40 other laws get activated as the
republic is announced & changes move into place with electionsupressed technologies being released & meeting withe agarthans from inner
earth for those. CALL IN NUMBER: 605-313-5152. Check out Facebook statistics of the most popular Country Facebook pages like
Discover China, Australia. NESARA can be deceptively simple, yet the long-term implications of NESARA are not so simple. Fisher came on
the call and gave his intel report and also read a report given to him by Tank. Title inspired by Science of Miracles by Gregg Braden and
NESARA. Just before the announcement, Bush Snr. More Prosperity Package Info from a reader - MUST READ. That is a Bush Sr ruse to
dissappoint and distract Lightworkers. This program is backed by deliverable precious metals well upwards of one quattuordecillion US dollars
(40 zeros). Universal Basic Income (UBI) will also be implemented. (3) My interpretation of what he’s just said is that Matthew may be
thinking of a prosperity package to everyone, such as is some people’s idea of what NESARA will bring. Created by C. If you're having
trouble please give us an email at UniversalOm432Hz. Only Global Peace and Prosperity for ALL! UPDATE: June 20, 2020: NESARA-
GESARA by Saint Germain channeled by Ngari - Beloved ones. The way I understand it is that the Prosperity Packages that NESARA will
release to the minions is money stole from the people from the Vatican and governments. : 9,747,732. US Dove of oneness. Prosperity
Package Info - per Nesara Quote More Prosperity Package Info from a reader - MUST READ This is from a reader's comments ===== I've
been waiting for over fifteen years for the prosperity programs to pay. ” The Act was passed by the American Congress in the year 2000 and
never proclaimed, for reasons we will touch upon shortly. - The "National Economic Security And Reformation Act" provides major benefits to
Americans including:Forgives credit card, mortgage, and other. No Rotors or Pistons An easy going Space exploration ship 1 Refinery 1
assembler 1 medical station 1 oxygen generator. This program is backed by deliverable precious metals well upwards of one quattuordecillion
US dollars (40 zeros). The following are notes taken from the Real Truth Call which took place on June 6, 2017. Nikos, What an exciting time
to be alive. { nesara & 40 other laws get activated as the republic is announced & changes move into place with electionsupressed technologies
being released & meeting withe agarthans from inner earth for those. The dark cabal is beginning to crack open. Cyprus especially and others
have been putting in the prosperity packages in position to complete around March/April 2014. ”] Table of Contents. As a spiritually-directed
financial program, it traces back to the work of…. There are 77 different "Prosperity Packages" - PPs- and while we call them all PPs, some
aren't really PPs, but they get called that anyway- which can make figuring out which is which very confusing. NESARA supporters often tell
their readers that the NESARA announcement is going to happen in a matter of days. Meanwhile, the new NESARA Republic prepares to be
openly declared. When NESARA is announced and implemented the Prosperity Programs, Farm Claims and other trusts will also be released.
By the first half of 2016, it was apparent that the precise term “NESARA” might not be used, initially at least, to publicly describe the global
package of prosperity, humanitarian, infrastructure and currency refinancing which had become necessary. The NESARA law requires that at
least once a year, an effort be made to announce the law to the public. Germaine's World Trust:. This program is backed by deliverable
precious metals well upwards of one quattuordecillion US dollars (40 zeros). Key NESARA / GESARA release elements were converging
with the GCR/RV release starting Thurs. This fund contains deliverable precious metals and currencies worth upwards of one quattuordecillion
US dollars. Colleen on COBRA;. On George Bush Jnr's instruction, Roberts was holding the packages illegally in the vaults of the USA



Supreme Court in Washington DC. Your growth in consciousness and a grand caring for each other most certainly is!. You can listen to the full
call at this link here. A look at history will demonstrate that the vacuum left by collapse opens the door for demagogues to walk in and "make
blah blah blah great again" Palestinians dream of peace and prosperity. NESARA was to be announced at 10 a. ordered the demolition of
World Trade Center to stop the international banking computers on floors one and two, in the North Tower from initiating the new U.
Archangel Michael: It is a matter of how one is looking at prosperity packages, is it not? SB: I don’t know. Groups opposing NESARA
arranged for the attacks to occur on 9/11 to keep NESARA from being announced. The overall plan has been kept secret as you will learn in
your own research. The overall plan has been kept secret as you will learn in your own research. As a program, NESARA can be viewed from
several perspectives. We urge you to place in their hands a printed copy of our PDF version of the bill. I havent spoken directly to you in a
while through this channel. NESARA is our salvation. I havent spoken directly to you in a while through this channel. SEC Filings. Thus,
researchers can ask for a copy of this alleged act, but will be told that no copy exists because of the secret passage. Barnard was a systems
philosopher and had tried for years to interest Congress in his monetary reform suggestions. In the name of God Almighty…the Creator of all
creation…the most High…the Source of All Sources…The Creator of Earth Sky Planets and all The living Beings…. And true to form with
most conspiracy theories, it’s based on a real thing, but taken in a direction far from what that thing actually is. The dark cabal is beginning to
crack open. And true to form with most conspiracy theories, it’s based on a real thing, but taken in a direction far from what that thing actually
is. This program is backed by deliverable precious metals well upwards of one quattuordecillion US dollars (40 zeros). Tomorrow morning Fri.
The issues on which you have toiled for many years and to which I devoted myself for decennia, all come together now as the preparations are
as good as done and the phase of manifestation can begin. Nesara benefits 2020. Out of this restoration process came the Prosperity
Programs, the Farmer Claims, and finally NESARA. This is initiated by a major Power Nation, such as the United States, which is expected to
happen at any moment now. Buried Away With 911. NESARA / GESARA - A Law that would change our lives! March 10, 2020 Source:
Beach Broadcast I will start this broadcast with this clip from President Trump about Justice John Roberts. Trump notified his staff to continue
working on an Executive Order with respect to Payroll Tax Cut, Eviction Protections, Unemployment Extensions, and Student Loan
Repayment Option. It sits 8 miles to the southeast of Newberry, and 410 miles to the southwest of Washington, the national capital. As a
spiritually-directed financial program, it traces back to the work of…. It is also packed full of information about the Alliance Plan – all in a
compact 5′ 55″ package. This video is the most profound heart-wrenching video I have watched in all my time of Q researching. The act does
away with the Federal Reserve Bank, the IRS, the shadow government, and implements the following changes: A. Nesara Law Passed.
NESARA, World Global Settlements, prosperity packages. Science of Peace has found after 250+ scientific studies that inner peace(a
feeling)=outer peace because we are all connected via the field. NESARA / GESARA - A Law that would change our lives! March 10, 2020
Source: Beach Broadcast I will start this broadcast with this clip from President Trump about Justice John Roberts. Where is Prosperity? While
you're organizing your journey, it's helpful to keep in mind just where Prosperity sits on the map. This program is backed by deliverable
precious metals well upwards of one quattuordecillion US dollars (40 zeros). Your growth in consciousness and a grand caring for each other
most certainly is!. A new Master has assumed the helm and is of the Light. around 9:30 am EST they would send notification to and start to pay
out Tiers 1, 2, 3 and 4a groups. Graduating flight school at the advent of Project Bluebook, it was not surprising that my father had several
personal encounters with flying alongside UFO's while. We are the first choice for many of our customers from organizations like ISRO,
BSNL, Nationalized Banks, SAIL and other Government and Non-government organizations. It has not been announced to the world for two
reasons: 1) the mass media is trying to keep it quiet to maintain their false pretense of power, and 2) we are actively protecting the brave boots
on the ground who have risked their lives to. RV/GCR & PROSPERITY PROGRAM FUNDS WILL REVIVE WORLD ECONOMIES
SHORTLY By Unknown, PAO/Galactic Heart Newsletter The removal of the many troublemakers by the Galactic Federation of Light along
with the RV/GCR and Prosperity Program Funds will revive the world economies shortly. They know the importance of these many prosperity
packages. The overall plan has been kept secret as you will learn in your own research. ” The Act was passed by the American Congress in the
year 2000 and never proclaimed, for reasons we will touch upon shortly. » rv/gcr, guru chatter & nesara info » "prosperity packages have been
delivered (1000% confirmed)" Permissions in this forum: You cannot reply to topics in this forum. Compiled by Nancy Detweiler, M. -- Since
9/11, the announcement of NESARA and deliver of the "prosperity packets" has been thwarted regularly and repeatedly by the Illuminati, the
Bush family, Barack Obama, Bill and Hillary Clinton, the World Bank, the government of the People's Republic of China, reptilian aliens of
David Icke mythos, Queen Elizabeth II and numerous other. There are 77 different "Prosperity Packages" - PPs- and while we call them all
PPs, some aren't really PPs, but they get called that anyway- which can make figuring out which is which very confusing. Users (IPs) This
Month as of 8 a. NESARA: Scam Or Hoax? Wanttoknow. There are also several large "Trust Funds" (for lack of a better word) that will be
paid out. THIS IS HOT NOW - ANY MOMENT!. Germaine's World Trust:. National Economic Security and Recovery Act (NESARA)
was a set of proposed economic reforms for the United States suggested during the 1990s by Harvey Francis Barnard. Once more than 70%
of these special monies are delivered, the creation of the NESARA Republic is legally assured. Tomorrow morning Fri. Groups opposing
NESARA arranged for the attacks to occur on 9/11 to keep NESARA from being announced. On Friday 18th January 2008 colleagues heard
the seventeenth Chief Justice of the Supreme Court John Glover Roberts, a prominent American Roman Catholic, say that the NESARA global
prosperity packages would “never be delivered”. The prosperity packages are being funded by the St. Nesara benefits 2020. As far back as I
can remember, (when Dove was doing daily updates), these programs. And true to form with most conspiracy theories, it’s based on a real
thing, but taken in a direction far from what that thing actually is. law changes within six months of NESARA's announcement. There are
however different prosperity package programs and the ones that people signed for at least 20 years ago will be given priority but all will have
some prosperity funds coming. Graduating flight school at the advent of Project Bluebook, it was not surprising that my father had several
personal encounters with flying alongside UFO's while. Money earned from these bank roll programs became known as the "Prosperity
Programs" Over time the programs where secretly opened up to small investors so that one could invest as little as one hundred dollars at a
time. There was a big shipment 7-8 months ago. All the good things that have been held off from humanity until now are quickly to be released
to the world. Install this rollup package on the server that's running SystemCenter Data Protection Manager 2019. And true to form with most
conspiracy theories, it’s based on a real thing, but taken in a direction far from what that thing actually is. Only Global Peace and Prosperity for
ALL! UPDATE: June 20, 2020: NESARA-GESARA by Saint Germain channeled by Ngari - Beloved ones. ordered the demolition of World
Trade Center to stop the international banking computers on floors one and two, in the North Tower from initiating the new U. 1892 – Bankers
adopted their Bankers’ Manifesto of 1892 in which it was declared: “We [the bankers] must proceed with caution and guard every move
made, for the lower order of people are already showing signs of restless commotion. This fund contains deliverable precious metals and



currencies worth upwards of one quattuordecillion US dollars. The article is very well written and sums up most of the intel that has been going
round for the past 3 months in a concise and easily understandable manner. This time, thus, is the moment that Heaven has long prophesized.
nesara *** the event – planetary frequency update 3182020 *** march 18, 2020. firm to assist us in setting up various financial entities and
have. the alternate NESARA story rests upon a conspiracy theory in that NESARA allegedly was passed secretly. By the first half of 2016, it
was apparent that the precise term “NESARA” might not be used, initially at least, to publicly describe the global package of prosperity,
humanitarian, infrastructure and currency refinancing which had become necessary. Out of this restoration process came the Prosperity
Programs, the Farmer Claims, and finally NESARA. Thanks for the history. It is also packed full of information about the Alliance Plan – all in
a compact 5′ 55″ package. It is such an important video, I have analyzed it in detail. The National Economic Security and Reformation Act,
(NESARA) also known as GESARA, (Global Economic Security and Reformation Act), will be executed immediately to include the
elimination of all personal debt, and eradication of taxes worldwide. Nesara 2020 Update. Three current US Supreme Court judges control the
committee in charge of NESARA’s announcement. Where is Prosperity? While you're organizing your journey, it's helpful to keep in mind just
where Prosperity sits on the map. Anyone receiving anything purporting to be a “packie”– before Lady Master Nada announces on TV the
delivery schedule—should be aware that it is likely an. Trump And Nesara. I can’t listen to all of it now but I wanted to include this because,
“IF” it’s true, it’s timely information. This program is backed by deliverable precious metals well upwards of one quattuordecillion US dollars
(40 zeros). Nesara payments Nesara payments. . The dark is quickly losing its grip on the pace of this realm. Germaine’s World Trust:.
Compiled by Nancy Detweiler, M. This program is backed by deliverable precious metals well upwards of one quattuordecillion US dollars
(40 zeros). Show all posts. Most countries’ new currency rates have been finalized. Saint Germain’s, World Trust & NESARA By Suzy Star.
NESARA- REPUBLIC NOW - GALACTIC NEWS Showing posts with label Prosperity Packages. (Funds have already been allocated to
their accounts). US Dove of oneness. Syrians just want the bombs to stop. 2009 [Readers have the choice to read “On NESARA’ as one file,
here, or to read it chapter by chapter, from the righthand list of “Pages. They had been in the possession of Interpol since they were confiscated
from John Glover Roberts, the Chief Justice of the US Supreme Court, under an international Command Order actioned on the 18th August.
Overnight, on Monday / Tuesday 25th / 26th August 2008, the four thousand NESARA-related international prosperity fund trigger packages
were returned to the vaults of the US Supreme Court in Washington DC. , has been to build her email list. At this time I had uncovered the
hiding places of most of the gold in the royal families across Europe and recovered it to be stored in preparation for NESARA. By the first half
of 2016, it was apparent that the precise term “NESARA” might not be used, initially at least, to publicly describe the global package of
prosperity, humanitarian, infrastructure and currency refinancing which had become necessary. Collectively effecting geomagnetic's of earth as
detected from satellites on. Show all posts. The dark cabal is beginning to crack open. The acronym NESARA stands for “National Economic
Security and Reformation Act. This alone will create massive change in short order. Groups opposing NESARA arranged for the attacks to
occur on 9/11 to keep NESARA from being announced. The present 336,000+/- package releases from numerous programs. This program is
backed by deliverable precious metals well upwards of one quattuordecillion US dollars (40 zeros). news Gesara. Do not be concerned with
Casper et al’s emphasis on “packages” being delivered before NESARA is announced. pedro pierluisi declares "fiscal emergency" january 2,
2021: this is why there will be a big bull market in gold: january 2, 2021. This time, thus, is the moment that Heaven has long prophesized. Out
of this restoration process came the Prosperity Programs, the Farmer Claims, and finally NESARA. No one knows when NESARA will be
declared or, if they do, they are not saying. NESARA can be deceptively simple, yet the long-term implications of NESARA are not so simple.
We The People Of The Republic Of The United States of America Are Ready For Nesara Law To B. AAM: That is the difference. Check out
the list of event for FGO(Fate/GrandOrder). NESARA is the most ground breaking reformation to sweep not only this country but our planet
in its entire history. The NESARA law requires that at least once a year, an effort be made to announce the law to the public. Today I want to
tell you much truth about what is happening on Earth. on May 24, 2020. Title inspired by Science of Miracles by Gregg Braden and NESARA.
Nesara Law was passed in 2000. GERMAIN HOST – STEVE BECKOW CHANNEL – LINDA DILLON AUGUST 12, 2013 ST.
NESARA will cancel all credit card, mortgage and other bank debt due to illegal banking and government corruption worldwide. Asurion
employees are provided with a top-notch benefits package that includes full medical coverage, 401(k), life insurance, and flex spending
accounts. About 1 in 6 children—11. This web site is a mosaic of ideas: images from the realms of philosophy, economics, finance, history,
sociology, morality, law, and politics, all. I don’t believe that fund balance should be used for unspecified, “we’ll decide later” operating
expenses. One of the protected funds said to be involved is called The Saint Germain World Trust. Barnard claimed that the proposals, which
included replacing the income tax with a national sales tax, abolishing compound interest on secured loans, and returning to a bimetallic
currency, would result in 0% inflation and a. Title inspired by Science of Miracles by Gregg Braden and NESARA. Note the time 5′ 55″. Title
inspired by Science of Miracles by Gregg Braden and NESARA. NESARA is our salvation. ”] Table of Contents. When those bonds were
complete the. In Memory of John MacHaffie, founder of Nesara Blog Whether you agreed with all of the material John posted on Nesara or
not, he show a huge amount of dedication to trying to inform the people and to give hope to those looking for information about the "republic"
and "Nesara" and the "prosperity packages". Today Thurs. Dinar Detectives covers latest dinar chronicles and shares dinar guru opinions.
NESARA is our salvation. I am also presently inputting all the news including financial and political concerning release of the prosperity
packages. Check out Facebook statistics of the most popular Country Facebook pages like Discover China, Australia. About 1 in 6 children
—11. This is closer than ever before to being released, and believe us when we say to you all is about to be cut loose. CALL IN NUMBER:
605-313-5152. -- Since 9/11, the announcement of NESARA and deliver of the "prosperity packets" has been thwarted regularly and
repeatedly by the Illuminati, the Bush family, Barack Obama, Bill and Hillary Clinton, the World Bank, the government of the People's Republic
of China, reptilian aliens of David Icke mythos, Queen Elizabeth II and numerous other. The dark is quickly losing its grip on the pace of this
realm. I havent spoken directly to you in a while through this channel. 2 billion from the stock he held in his own gold mines due to the drop in
gold prices which began in earnest in 2013. The following are notes taken from the Real Truth Call which took place on June 6, 2017.
GERMAIN TALKS ABOUT THE PROSPERITY PACKAGES & CURRENCY REVALUATION. financial entities after NESARA and
the worldwide banking and common. Germaine’s World Trust:. It sits 8 miles to the southeast of Newberry, and 410 miles to the southwest of
Washington, the national capital. The children of the wealthy families on our planet became concerned about the future of our civilization, when
they observed the poverty, disease, starvation and suffering of the masses. This new system, also called Nesara or Trumpsara, is all about
justice, equality of rich-poor, no more poverty, no more hunger, peace, tranquillity, living with nature, natural remedies, living in harmony with
animals, a native indian way, Celebration of life, treating others well etc. On George Bush Jnr's instruction, Roberts was holding the packages
illegally in the vaults of the USA Supreme Court in Washington DC. The children of the wealthy families on our planet became concerned about



the future of our civilization, when they observed the poverty, disease, starvation and suffering of the masses. As several gurus have said ---Pay
it forward. I remember Linda Dillon telling me some years ago that she witnessed ships full of gold bringing it to the Neptune and other ships
carrying it to Earth. Be sure to select "Friends and Family" during that process. Cyprus especially and others have been putting in the prosperity
packages in position to complete around March/April 2014. A look to the South will show what impoverished people under the control of
elites look like. Most of us can afford to send a 2-to-3 day priority package to their legislators. 1892 – Bankers adopted their Bankers’
Manifesto of 1892 in which it was declared: “We [the bankers] must proceed with caution and guard every move made, for the lower order of
people are already showing signs of restless commotion. It will then ask you to enter. I've been waiting for over fifteen years for the prosperity
programs to pay. then will come the implementation of nesara / gesara and prosperity packages that will pave the way for wealth distribution at.
As far back as I can remember, (when Dove was doing daily updates), these programs. this particular Prosperity Package, it is to be emailed
to [email protected] Showing posts with label Prosperity Packages. Eventually, all people worldwide will have access to these programs.
NESARA supporters often tell their readers that the NESARA announcement is going to happen in a matter of days. Funds in the form of
Prosperity Packages (PP's) will be given to the public after all debt is forgiven. On Dinar Detectives we post daily dinar updates and dinar
recaps from all popular dinar gurus. Thanks for the history. A look at history will demonstrate that the vacuum left by collapse opens the door
for demagogues to walk in and "make blah blah blah great again" Palestinians dream of peace and prosperity. All prosperity packages and
revaluations of currencies will be immediately released. End of Day Stock Quote. End of Day Stock Quote. I worked to help create the
political philosophies of the time on which Earth̒ s first Spiritual Government would be built. These Judges have used their overall authority to
secretly sabotage NESARA’s announcement. While many of you may have read this before, since we are on the brink of receiving these long
awaited funds, I thought you might want to read it again. Most of the recipients are unknown as a form of protection from dark forces. Only
Global Peace and Prosperity for ALL! UPDATE: June 20, 2020: NESARA-GESARA by Saint Germain channeled by Ngari - Beloved ones.
There is no rich and there is no poor. Some groups have been paid, the Prosperity Packages were complete, CMKX were to be complete
today Thurs. According to NESARA proponents, there has been enough money in the world for the last 30 years that if the money were evenly
distributed, every person would be a millionaire. President Donald Trump signed the CARES Act, which is a $2 trillion stimulus package that
provides economic relief as a result of COVID-19. NESARA, World Global Settlements, prosperity packages. the drive for nine months or
more, with the dove, et al. » rv/gcr, guru chatter & nesara info » "prosperity packages have been delivered (1000% confirmed)" "prosperity
packages have been delivered (1000% confirmed)" message [page 1 of 1] 1 "prosperity packages have been delivered (1000% confirmed)"
on fri sep 06, 2013 12:25 pm. These Judges have used their overall authority to secretly sabotage NESARA’s announcement. As a program,
NESARA can be viewed from several perspectives. Collectively effecting geomagnetic's of earth as detected from satellites on. Collectively
effecting geomagnetic's of earth as detected from satellites on. That is a Bush Sr ruse to dissappoint and distract Lightworkers. Key NESARA /
GESARA release elements were converging with the GCR/RV release starting Thurs. Barnard claimed that the proposals, which included
replacing the income tax with a national sales tax, abolishing compound interest on secured loans, and returning to a bimetallic currency, would
result in 0% inflation and a. Show all posts. The NESARA law requires that at least once a year, an effort be made to announce the law to the
public. We will have a new system. Willies Truth Call Mon-Fri 9-11PM ET. Anything is possible. If you're having trouble please give us an
email at UniversalOm432Hz. Users Online: 81. Wikipedia’s article is total disinformation. Collectively effecting geomagnetic's of earth as
detected from satellites on. NESARA is our salvation. The National Economic Security And Reformation Act is global prosperity program on
the cusp of being announced and activated. EDT on September 11, 2001. Meanwhile, the new NESARA Republic prepares to be openly
declared. I've been waiting for over fifteen years for the prosperity programs to pay. Germaine's World Trust:. Michael later said that among
the beneficiaries of that gold was St. When NESARA is announced and implemented the Prosperity Programs, Farm Claims and other trusts
will also be released. It sits 8 miles to the southeast of Newberry, and 410 miles to the southwest of Washington, the national capital. THIS IS
HOT NOW – ANY MOMENT!. AAM: That is the difference. This money will be used to buy all corporations and banking cartels. -- Since
9/11, the announcement of NESARA and deliver of the "prosperity packets" has been thwarted regularly and repeatedly by the Illuminati, the
Bush family, Barack Obama, Bill and Hillary Clinton, the World Bank, the government of the People's Republic of China, reptilian aliens of
David Icke mythos, Queen Elizabeth II and numerous other. When those bonds were complete the. Gesara nesara law 2020 Gesara nesara
law 2020. The children of the wealthy families on our planet became concerned about the future of our civilization, when they observed the
poverty, disease, starvation and suffering of the masses. Treasury Bank system. The NESARA global prosperity programmes are on the cusp
of being announced and activated. Nesara prosperity packages 2020 mod; respawn ship; 0. The NESARA law requires that at least once a
year, an effort be made to announce the law to the public. Most of the recipients are unknown as a form of protection from dark forces. If you
wish to receive the TETELESTAI email directly in your inbox, you can subscribe to the TETELESTAI Package. clearly, the goal of f-1 was to
allow f-2 to use those false deeds of assignment, along with many legitimate instruments and other gold assets, to bring those trillions said to be
in the prosperity programs back. The prosperity packages are being funded by the St. There will be a confirmed Disclosure by many of the
world's governments. National Economic Security and Recovery Act (NESARA) was a set of proposed economic reforms for the United
States suggested during the 1990s by Harvey Francis Barnard. October 5, 2013. Dear Ones, The info below is some of the history behind the
Saint Germain Trust and NESARA. This money will be used to buy all corporations and banking cartels. This time, thus, is the moment that
Heaven has long prophesized. RV/GCR & PROSPERITY PROGRAM FUNDS WILL REVIVE WORLD ECONOMIES SHORTLY By
Unknown, PAO/Galactic Heart Newsletter The removal of the many troublemakers by the Galactic Federation of Light along with the
RV/GCR and Prosperity Program Funds will revive the world economies shortly. HISTORY OF NESARA. President Donald Trump signed
the CARES Act, which is a $2 trillion stimulus package that provides economic relief as a result of COVID-19. This time, thus, is the moment
that Heaven has long prophesized. The dark is quickly losing its grip on the pace of this realm. Tomorrow morning Fri. Nesara also has to do
with your freedom and your self-enrichment into a much higher world and dito consciousness. Nesara oath Nesara oath. Funds in the form of
Prosperity Packages (PP's) will be given to the public after all debt is forgiven. All will be announced. Scott Mowry’s article has gone viral
through the “dinar” and “Nesara” and “Prosperity Packages” and “New Age” communities. Most of the recipients are unknown as a form of
protection from dark forces. Three current US Supreme Court judges control the committee in charge of NESARA’s announcement.
Remember those in need like yourselves now. The children of the wealthy families on our planet became concerned about the future of our
civilization, when they observed the poverty, disease, starvation and suffering of the masses. Thus, researchers can ask for a copy of this
alleged act, but will be told that no copy exists because of the secret passage. The implementation of the QFS will reset all currencies to gold-
standard values and forgive all debts. For added safety, I'm hearing it's good to use more than one. Gesara no poverty. Once more than 70%



of these special monies are delivered, the creation of the NESARA Republic is legally assured. Universal Basic Income (UBI) will also be
implemented. It is about NESARA, THE HUMANITARIAN PROGRAM called "OMEGA", and the "60 other PROSPERITY
PROGRAMS" that, to all intent and purposes it appears, so many people are still involved in, and still waiting for their package and payout to
arrive, along with the announcements of NESARA. While many of you may have read this before, since we are on the brink of receiving these
long awaited funds, I thought you might want to read it again. Preservation or programs. And while the precise term "NESARA" might not be
used initially to publicly describe the global package of prosperity, humanitarian, infrastructure and currency refinancing which has become
necessary-the term will ultimately become common place in time. Treasury Bank system. The National Economic Security And Reformation
Act is global prosperity program on the cusp of being announced and activated. Only Global Peace and Prosperity for ALL! UPDATE: June
20, 2020: NESARA-GESARA by Saint Germain channeled by Ngari - Beloved ones. A look at history will demonstrate that the vacuum left
by collapse opens the door for demagogues to walk in and "make blah blah blah great again" Palestinians dream of peace and prosperity.
Includes an international armistice. President Donald Trump signed the CARES Act, which is a $2 trillion stimulus package that provides
economic relief as a result of COVID-19. { nesara & 40 other laws get activated as the republic is announced & changes move into place with
electionsupressed technologies being released & meeting withe agarthans from inner earth for those. The major domino to fall that will trigger
many other events, one after another, is NESARA and the Global Currency Reset. the Truth The real Truth is in our Faith of Faith…words
written, the clever mind the smart thoughts that are within us all human being cannot avoid the interconnectedness within…and without…the
consciousness of conscious the. Universal Basic Income (UBI) will also be implemented. The National Economic Security And Reformation
Act is global prosperity program on the cusp of being announced and activated. Now that would be delusional enough, but I wouldn't be
surprised if there was more to it. Trump notified his staff to continue working on an Executive Order with respect to Payroll Tax Cut, Eviction
Protections, Unemployment Extensions, and Student Loan Repayment Option. Nesara Law Passed. The issues on which you have toiled for
many years and to which I devoted myself for decennia, all come together now as the preparations are as good as done and the phase of
manifestation can begin. The way I understand it is that the Prosperity Packages that NESARA will release to the minions is money stole from
the people from the Vatican and governments. Barnard claimed that the proposals, which included replacing the income tax with a national sales
tax, abolishing compound interest on secured loans, and returning to a bimetallic currency, would result in 0% inflation and a. The new Quantum
Financial System (QFS) is expected to be implemented by mid-August. The dark is quickly losing its grip on the pace of this realm. Yesterday
Wed. Willies Truth Call Mon-Fri 9-11PM ET. reenagagneja. Colleen on COBRA;. We are the first choice for many of our customers from
organizations like ISRO, BSNL, Nationalized Banks, SAIL and other Government and Non-government organizations. By the first half of
2016, it was apparent that the precise term “NESARA” might not be used, initially at least, to publicly describe the global package of
prosperity, humanitarian, infrastructure and currency refinancing which had become necessary. Rumors—The "Real" NESARA. Anyone
receiving anything purporting to be a “packie”– before Lady Master Nada announces on TV the delivery schedule—should be aware that it is
likely an. We urge you to place in their hands a printed copy of our PDF version of the bill. As far back as I can remember, (when Dove was
doing daily updates), these programs consisted of 'onshore' and 'offshore' funds. They know the importance of these many prosperity
packages. -- Since 9/11, the announcement of NESARA and deliver of the "prosperity packets" has been thwarted regularly and repeatedly by
the Illuminati, the Bush family, Barack Obama, Bill and Hillary Clinton, the World Bank, the government of the People's Republic of China,
reptilian aliens of David Icke mythos, Queen Elizabeth II and numerous other. NESARA can be deceptively simple, yet the long-term
implications of NESARA are not so simple. Germaine’s World Trust:. Meanwhile, the new NESARA Republic prepares to be openly
declared. NESARA GESARA Now Updates Gesara. • One of radio people’s comments: the HJR 192 (House Joint Resolution) will keep
currency safe. Not surprisingly, much disinformation about NESARA can be found on the Internet. night 30 July into the weekend, with a
World Court deadline to begin by at least Wed. This new system, also called Nesara or Trumpsara, is all about justice, equality of rich-poor,
no more poverty, no more hunger, peace, tranquillity, living with nature, natural remedies, living in harmony with animals, a native indian way,
Celebration of life, treating others well etc. In hearing about the H, will it heal our bodies, and how did he come across this? Greg shares that H
is the most profound modern day natural way to care for your body. Please support Stage2Omega !! We appreciate any amount you give to
support our efforts to continue to bring you the truth !! To send a gift, please login to your paypal account and "Send Money" to our email
address of [email protected] It is also packed full of information about the Alliance Plan – all in a compact 5′ 55″ package. They know the
importance of these many prosperity packages. NESARA blends new age hokum, alien mythology, sovereign citizen nonsense, prosperity
gospel and 9/11 trutherism to create a dense web of weirdness. com June 7th, 2017. Note the time 5′ 55″. There is no rich and there is no
poor. The Bathsheba and Esther Trust Prosperity Packages are for Restoration of the Global economy Dr. Some groups have been paid, the
Prosperity Packages were complete, CMKX were to be complete today Thurs. NESARA blends new age hokum, alien mythology, sovereign
citizen nonsense, prosperity gospel and 9/11 trutherism to create a dense web of weirdness. AAM: That is the difference. Be sure to select
"Friends and Family" during that process. Trump and nesara 2020 Trump and nesara 2020. Treasury Bank system. The overall plan has been
kept secret as you will learn in your own research. I remember Linda Dillon telling me some years ago that she witnessed ships full of gold
bringing it to the Neptune and other ships carrying it to Earth. No one knows when NESARA will be declared or, if they do, they are not
saying. If you wish to receive the TETELESTAI email directly in your inbox, you can subscribe to the TETELESTAI Package. Compiled by
Nancy Detweiler, M. ALL that are involved in this, that hold precious currencies, and those that receive the Prosperity Packages, must open
our hearts and once again look deep within, realize that YOU WERE CHOSEN. As far back as I can remember, (when Dove was doing daily
updates), these programs consisted of 'onshore' and 'offshore' funds. NESARA - Currency Reset - Eclipse. One of the protected funds said to
be involved is called The Saint Germain World Trust. NESARA was to be announced at 10 a. Thus, researchers can ask for a copy of this
alleged act, but will be told that no copy exists because of the secret passage. The NESARA law requires that at least once a year, an effort be
made to announce the law to the public. 7 May the Exotic Bonds were to be handled – boxes of bonds to be paid out today to Dallas, Miami,
London, Zurich and Hong Kong were to start at 2:30 am in all time zones. Archangel Michael: It is a matter of how one is looking at prosperity
packages, is it not? SB: I don't know. As far back as I can remember, (when Dove was doing daily updates), these programs consisted of
'onshore' and 'offshore' funds. NESARA, World Global Settlements, prosperity packages. By the first half of 2016, it was apparent that the
precise term “NESARA” might not be used, initially at least, to publicly describe the global package of prosperity, humanitarian, infrastructure
and currency refinancing which had become necessary. Gesara nesara law 2020 Gesara nesara law 2020. Tomorrow morning Fri. Gesara
nesara law 2020 Gesara nesara law 2020. There will be a confirmed Disclosure by many of the world's governments. The dark cabal is
beginning to crack open. I don’t believe that fund balance should be used for unspecified, “we’ll decide later” operating expenses. Key



NESARA / GESARA release elements were converging with the GCR/RV release starting Thurs. The present 336,000+/- package releases
from numerous programs. Money earned from these bank roll programs became known as the "Prosperity Programs" Over time the programs
where secretly opened up to small investors so that one could invest as little as one hundred dollars at a time. Most of us can afford to send a
2-to-3 day priority package to their legislators. Nesara Law Passed. This video is the most profound heart-wrenching video I have watched in
all my time of Q researching. nesara *** the event – planetary frequency update 3182020 *** march 18, 2020. com (the email address is also
listed on the form) or you can fax to 501-330-2707 You can also include the information in an email and send via email your list to the same
email address. Greg, the H-man reveals what the H stands for. On George Bush Jnr's instruction, Roberts was holding the packages illegally in
the vaults of the USA Supreme Court in Washington DC. One additional important aspect of the RV was the inclusion of Prosperity Packages
withThe National Economic Stabilization and Recovery Act (Nesara) who was preparing to return vast amounts of stolen money by
Governments and individuals, believed to be in excess of $16 Trillion. on May 24, 2020. Michael later said that among the beneficiaries of that
gold was St. the alternate NESARA story rests upon a conspiracy theory in that NESARA allegedly was passed secretly. With limitless
options to choose from, our packages let you design that getaway you've long dreamed about. By Anna Von ReitzI am sorry, but the real
General Roy Schwasinger, who was a long-time friend of my Mother's and many of the other desperate Wisconsin dairy farmers who joined
the NFO back in the 1970's, 80's and 90's, would turn over in his grave if he heard the claptrap now being spread about NESARA.
November 12, 2019. Once more than 70% of these special monies are delivered, the creation of the NESARA Republic is legally assured. ,
has been to build her email list. Harvey Barnard started his search for a root cause and the solutions to America's social problems in the late
1960s when a professor at Louisiana State University casually remarked during a lecture that social and economic problems could be analyzed
and solved with the same tools and techniques used to solve industrial problems. A new Master has assumed the helm and is of the Light. We
urge you to place in their hands a printed copy of our PDF version of the bill. NESARA blends new age hokum, alien mythology, sovereign
citizen nonsense, prosperity gospel and 9/11 trutherism to create a dense web of weirdness. Tomorrow morning Fri. The present 336,000+/-
package releases from numerous programs. This new system, also called Nesara or Trumpsara, is all about justice, equality of rich-poor, no
more poverty, no more hunger, peace, tranquillity, living with nature, natural remedies, living in harmony with animals, a native indian way,
Celebration of life, treating others well etc. 1892 – Bankers adopted their Bankers’ Manifesto of 1892 in which it was declared: “We [the
bankers] must proceed with caution and guard every move made, for the lower order of people are already showing signs of restless
commotion. the Prosperity Package deliveries began. reenagagneja. financial entities after NESARA and the worldwide banking and common.
Most of us can afford to send a 2-to-3 day priority package to their legislators. Die Omega-Investmentgruppe hatte absolut nichts mit dem
eigentlichen NESARA-Gesetz selbst zu tun, sondern wird benutzt, um die Aktualität des Gesetzes zu diskreditieren. It is about NESARA, THE
HUMANITARIAN PROGRAM called "OMEGA", and the "60 other PROSPERITY PROGRAMS" that, to all intent and purposes it
appears, so many people are still involved in, and still waiting for their package and payout to arrive, along with the announcements of
NESARA. On or around Friday 18th January 2007, a prominent Roman Catholic called John Glover Roberts, the seventeenth Chief Justice of
the USA, said that the NESARA global prosperity packages would "never be delivered". Nesara benefits 2020. About 1 in 6 children—11.
Fisher says that this church group also received prosperity funds of $1 million dollars each associated with NESARA in addition to their
currency exchange. Harvey Barnard started his search for a root cause and the solutions to America's social problems in the late 1960s when a
professor at Louisiana State University casually remarked during a lecture that social and economic problems could be analyzed and solved
with the same tools and techniques used to solve industrial problems. Wikipedia’s article is total disinformation. Germain World Trust, dem
Großvater allen Vertrauens, verbreitet werden. For added safety, I'm hearing it's good to use more than one. Vancouver, Canada: Sept. I
worked to help create the political philosophies of the time on which Earth̒ s first Spiritual Government would be built. Nikos, What an exciting
time to be alive. US Dove of oneness. Prosperity Package Info - per Nesara. ordered the demolition of World Trade Center to stop the
international banking computers on floors one and two, in the North Tower from initiating the new U. : 9,747,732. Show all posts. THIS IS
HOT NOW - ANY MOMENT!. What Is Nesara Gesara. Nikos, What an exciting time to be alive. Just before the announcement, Bush Snr.
The deadline to submit funding applications is Friday, January 6, 2017, at 4 p. The Bathsheba and Esther Trust Prosperity Packages are for
Restoration of the Global economy Dr. Nesara prosperity packages 2020 mod; respawn ship; 0. 30 July 11:26 pm EDT Fleming’s Military
Intel Contact: 1. financial entities after NESARA and the worldwide banking and common. All the good things that have been held off from
humanity until now are quickly to be released to the world. President Donald Trump signed the CARES Act, which is a $2 trillion stimulus
package that provides economic relief as a result of COVID-19. Overnight, on Monday / Tuesday 25th / 26th August 2008, the four thousand
NESARA-related international prosperity fund trigger packages were returned to the vaults of the US Supreme Court in Washington DC.
Trump notified his staff to continue working on an Executive Order with respect to Payroll Tax Cut, Eviction Protections, Unemployment
Extensions, and Student Loan Repayment Option. We address you at a most auspicious time. By the first half of 2016, it was apparent that the
precise term “NESARA” might not be used, initially at least, to publicly describe the global package of prosperity, humanitarian, infrastructure
and currency refinancing which had become necessary. This alone will create massive change in short order. Nesara Law 2020. » rv/gcr, guru
chatter & nesara info » "prosperity packages have been delivered (1000% confirmed)" Permissions in this forum: You cannot reply to topics in
this forum. Includes an international armistice. Only Global Peace and Prosperity for ALL! UPDATE: June 20, 2020: NESARA-GESARA by
Saint Germain channeled by Ngari - Beloved ones. Harvey Francis Barnard’s NESARA bill was rejected by Congress in the 1990s. My life as
a child was highly influenced by watching my father pore over a copious number of books on UFO sightings and crashes. Prosperity Package
Info - per Nesara. By the first half of 2016, it was apparent that the precise term “NESARA” might not be used, initially at least, to publicly
describe the global package of prosperity, humanitarian, infrastructure and currency refinancing which had become necessary. Created by C.
Barnard claimed that the proposals, which included replacing the income tax with a national sales tax, abolishing compound interest on secured
loans, and returning to a bimetallic currency, would result in 0% inflation and a. Gesara Prosperity Packages Here are 40 outrageous facts that
most people are clueless about. 56 MB Ñêà÷àòü. Only Global Peace and Prosperity for ALL! UPDATE: June 20, 2020: NESARA-
GESARA by Saint Germain channeled by Ngari - Beloved ones. financial entities after NESARA and the worldwide banking and common.
One of the protected funds said to be involved is called The Saint Germain World Trust. While many of you may have read this before, since
we are on the brink of receiving these long awaited funds, I thought you might want to read it again. It will then ask you to enter. The US
government has already voted on US Senate Bill S5320, the ‘‘Zimbabwe Democracy and Economic Recovery Amendment Act of 2018’’ to
recognize Zimbabwe as a sovereign nation and now it’s simply awaiting president Trump’s signature which is expected within the. THIS IS
HOT NOW - ANY MOMENT!. The implementation of the QFS will reset all currencies to gold-standard values and forgive all debts. All



prosperity packages and revaluations of currencies will be immediately released. Check out Facebook statistics of the most popular Country
Facebook pages like Discover China, Australia. 2 billion from the stock he held in his own gold mines due to the drop in gold prices which
began in earnest in 2013. Collectively effecting geomagnetic's of earth as detected from satellites on. This program is backed by deliverable
precious metals well upwards of one quattuordecillion US dollars (40 zeros). There are 77 different "Prosperity Packages" - PPs- and while we
call them all PPs, some aren't really PPs, but they get called that anyway- which can make figuring out which is which very confusing. (3) My
interpretation of what he's just said is that Matthew may be thinking of a prosperity package to everyone, such as is some people's idea of what
NESARA will bring. About 1 in 6 children—11. Dove's readership was small but vocal, and with the help of a few acolytes, she turned
NESARA into a lucrative moneymaking scheme - doing so even after its creator died in 2005. Do not be concerned with Casper et al’s
emphasis on “packages” being delivered before NESARA is announced. NESARA / GESARA - A Law that would change our lives! March
10, 2020 Source: Beach Broadcast I will start this broadcast with this clip from President Trump about Justice John Roberts. Gesara
Prosperity Packages Here are 40 outrageous facts that most people are clueless about. NESARA: Scam Or Hoax? Wanttoknow. Zeros out all
credit card, mortgage, and other bank debt due to illegal banking and government activities. the Truth The real Truth is in our Faith of Faith…
words written, the clever mind the smart thoughts that are within us all human being cannot avoid the interconnectedness within…and without…
the consciousness of conscious the. I have been an avid follower of 'out of this world' phenomena and information ever since I can remember.
NESARA is the most ground breaking reformation to sweep not only this country but our planet in its entire history. You can listen to the full
call at this link here. The first Prosperity Packages have been distributed. The currency reset, global gold standard, debt forgiveness, new
prosperity and strict new banking regulations will help achieve this goal. The National Economic Security And Reformation Act is global
prosperity program on the cusp of being announced and activated. What Is Nesara Gesara. I remember Linda Dillon telling me some years ago
that she witnessed ships full of gold bringing it to the Neptune and other ships carrying it to Earth. HISTORY OF NESARA. AAM: That is the
difference. : 412,184 Page Views This Month as of 8 a. The NESARA law requires that at least once a year, an effort be made to announce
the law to the public. This one factor makes this process essential to what currently is being carried out by our earthly associates. The
Bathsheba and Esther Trust Prosperity Packages are for Restoration of the Global economy Dr. NESARA & RV/GCR Intel Report from
Fisher and Tank – June 6th, 2017. Nesara payments Nesara payments. The primary purpose of all these Blessings at this time is to reset the
world, to restore your freedoms and happiness. NESARA GESARA law: 1. Nikos, What an exciting time to be alive. ” (12) To develop
NESARA and all the arrangements that support and extend it, the Earth allies had to come up with radically-new formulations. Created by C.
The NESARA global prosperity programmes are on the cusp of being announced and activated. Please visit the Support Us page for more
information about the TETELESTAI Package. (Funds have already been allocated to their accounts). Groups opposing NESARA arranged for
the attacks to occur on 9/11 to keep NESARA from being announced. October 5, 2013. (3) My interpretation of what he’s just said is that
Matthew may be thinking of a prosperity package to everyone, such as is some people’s idea of what NESARA will bring. We are the first
choice for many of our customers from organizations like ISRO, BSNL, Nationalized Banks, SAIL and other Government and Non-
government organizations. NESARA is the most ground breaking reformation to sweep not only this country but our planet in its entire history.
Nesara Prosperity Packages. Prosperity Packages …Bathsheba and Esther Trusts promises each individual living on this planet, whether man,
woman or child a $1 billion dollar redemption from a system that has enslaved us for generations. Friday, January 14, 2011 FIRST
CAR====Prosperity Programs. Nesara tours is one of the leading travel agents and tour operators in India
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